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»My dear friend, have you any 
idea how important partying 
was at the Bauhaus? Often 
much more important than going 
to classes.«

Felix Klee
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c l o s e
become
a member



Banquet with cold dishes in a studio at the 
Bauhaus in Dessau, c. 1927/28. 
Photo: Heinz Loew or Marianne Brandt 
Bauhaus-Archiv Berlin * For students, jobseekers and persons with a disabled pass.

the bauhaus-archiv e.v. – 
an association with a 
long tradition
The Bauhaus-Archiv was founded as a private association by 
Hans M. Wingler in 1960, with the support of Bauhaus founder 
Walter Gropius and other former Bauhaus members. The 
 founders’ aim was to carry out research on and present to 
the public the history and influence of the Bauhaus (1919–1933) – 
probably the twentieth century’s most important school of 
 architecture, design and art. Through their personal commitment, 
donations and gifts, they laid the foundations for the world’s 
largest collection of materials on the Bauhaus.
The Bauhaus-Archiv / Museum für Gestaltung is being 
 renovated and expanded with a new museum building added 
during the next few years. In the meantime, we welcome visitors 
at the temporary bauhaus-archiv. Experimentation with 
 presentation formats and cooperations, as well as events is 
the main focus of the temporary. We also offer a quick 
 introduction to the Bauhaus and give insights into the history 
of our archive and museum. You will also find  information 
on the new museum building. A membership of our association 
is open to all who are interested.

get close: 
become a member!
As a member of the Bauhaus-Archiv e. V., you can become part 
of a unique community sharing interests in everything to do with 
the Bauhaus, architecture and design. Your annual subscription 
will also support our work. In return, members are eligible for the 
following special conditions:

• exclusive previews, guided tours and special events for 
 members only

•  personal invitations and information about the  Bauhaus-Archiv 
programme, all opening events for  exhibitions and other events

• 10% discount on all bauhaus_tours
• 10% discount on products at the bauhaus-shop (except books 

and reduced articles)

The personal membership subscription for individuals is € 80 
per annum (concession € 30*), or € 120 for individuals plus one 
partner. Sponsoring membership and corporate membership 
are available starting from € 1000.

All membership fees are tax-deductible. We gladly provide a 
charity donation receipt on request. For more information go 
to: www.bauhaus.de

Contact: Sophie Ludewig, mitglieder@bauhaus.de


